2014 – 2015 FACE Adult Weekly Lesson Plan
Goals
Teacher: ___________________ Program: ___________________ Week: _________________
What are the big goals for adults this week? (From EFF Standards, CASAS competencies,
Common Core Standards, students’ goals, staff observation, and assessment information)

Why are these our goals?

What upcoming events need to be addressed in lesson plan? (field trip, holidays, focus on
early childhood lesson plans, school or community events)

Strategies for individuals, students and groups of students (What are some specific goals for individual
students and groups of students, including those with special needs?) Strengths, Interest, Needs and Goals.

Name
1.

Strategies this week

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Reflection (How did the week go? What would I do differently?)
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Teacher __________________________________________________
Standard/
Part of the
Day 1
Day 2
Competency
Daily Routine
AE Large
Group (Notes)

AE Small
Group

Group 1:

Group 3

Objective/Purpose:

Objective/Purpose:

Materials:

Materials:

Group 2:

Assessment:
.

Objective/Purpose:
Materials:

Assessment:

Independent
Work





PACT Time

Adults Plan/Focus:

Adults Plan/Focus:

Adults’ Debrief:

Adults’ Debrief:

Transfer Home:

Transfer Home:

Objective/Purpose:

Objective/Purpose:

Materials:

Materials:

Activities:

Activities:

Assessment:

Assessment:



(Notes)

Parent Time
(Notes)

Standard/
Competency
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Program: ______________________________ Week: ____________________________________
Day 3

Group 1:
Objective/Purpose:

Standard/
Competency

Day 4

Group 3:

Objective/Purpose:
Materials:
Materials:
Assessment:
Group 2:
Assessment:
Objective/Purpose:

Materials:

Assessment:


Adults Plan/Focus:



Adults Plan/Focus:

Adults’ Debrief:

Adults’ Debrief:

Transfer Home:

Transfer Home:

Objective/Purpose:

Objective/Purpose:

Materials:

Materials:

Activities:

Activities:

Assessment:

Assessment:

Standard/
Competency

Next
Steps/Notes
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Points to Remember/Consider For FACE Adult Lesson Plans
All lesson plans include objective, materials, lesson outline and time for assessment/reflection (did the
students achieve the purpose of the lesson, did they develop the necessary understanding or skill
development, what instruction is required to build on new knowledge or skill, etc.)

Standard/Competency: The first step in designing a lesson plan is to know what standard or
competency is being addressed in the lesson. This could be a Common Core Standard, EFF Standard,
CASAS standard or CASAS competency. Use a coding system that makes sense to you, the teacher.

Large Group Ideas: (The whole group works together, or may divide in pairs or triads, but all with the same task
and main purpose in common. Whole group comes back together for discussion and review.)
 Examples: Team Building activities, Brainteasers, Daily News Review, Culture/Native Language, Puzzles,
Sudoku, Crossword Puzzles, RealeBooks
Small Group Ideas: (The large group is divided into several small groups, according to skill development
needed.) Small groups may vary from day to day, based on the skills to be emphasized that day. Remember, the
focus is the process of learning, not the finished product, and make the learning active and fun.
 Math Skills: fractions, multiplication, decimals, geometry concepts, algebraic concepts, etc.
 Reading Skills: identifying parts of speech, word construction (prefixes, suffixes, etc.), vocabulary,
comprehension, etc.
 Writing Skills: pre-writing, editing, sentence and paragraph construction, convey meaning, etc.
 Computer Skills: basic computer skills, Mavis Beacon, using various programs, etc.
 History, Social Studies, Science, Language, etc.
Independent Work: Each person works on their own to develop discrete skills or complete specific tasks.
 Work skills creating resumes, completing job applications, developing work portfolios and addressing
pre-employability skills
 Skill drill using videos, workbooks or Internet resources
 Computer skill development, such as using Mavis Beacon, making RealeBooks, developing
spreadsheets, creating databases, using PowerPoint or Publisher or other particular software programs,
etc.
PACT Time: Adult education teacher is essential in the children’s classroom during PACT Time, sometimes
leading circle time and sharing the transfer home. The adult education teacher also coordinates with the
classroom teachers for K-3 PACT Time, ensuring it is happening as planned. The lesson plan will have the PACT
Time plan (for adults), the debrief strategy (the debrief is a follow-up on what the adults’ plan was), and what
the transfer home activity is for that day.
 K-3 PACT Time also has a plan, which may be the same or different than the early childhood classroom
parents’ plan.
 K-3 PACT Time parents also debrief their experiences each day, along with the other PACT Time
parents.
 Adult education teacher will check in with the K-3 classroom teacher/s frequently and also observe K-3
PACT Time (about twice a month) to support the effective parent/child interactions.
Parent Time: Parent Time sessions have detailed lesson plans, just like Adult Education does. Although led by
early childhood teacher/s once a week, the primary responsibility remains with the adult education teacher.
 Examples: Lifeskills, budgeting, time management, sewing/cooking, culture/Native language,
observations from PACT Time, RealeBooks, topics from Parent Time Survey

